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Background of Agapornis pullarius 

 

Agapornis pullarius have a very large range from west to central Africa. They are also observed in the 

north of Congo and around Lake Victoria. In addition to the nominate species Agapornis pullarius 

pullarius there is also a subspecies Agapornis pullarius ugandae. This subspecies can be differentiated 

from the nominate form by its pale sky blue rump and it is located in Uganda. It’s worth noting these 

birds with the pale sky blue rumps can also be observed in other ranges in east Africa and there are even 

Agapornis pullarius with violet coloured rumps in Uganda. 

 

Physical Characteristics 

 

Ideal size: between 13cm and 14cm. Measured from the top of the head to the end of the tail. 

Head: 

Forehead: broad from the beak and slightly rounding off towards the back of the head. 

Crown: rounded.  

Head (rear): nice and full. 

Neck: should be slightly recessed.  

Cheeks: nice and stocked, in harmony with the head. 

Eyes: centrally place, bright and clear. 

Beak: well built, undamaged and nicely tucked in. The point of the upper mandible should direct towards 

the breast and fit well with the lower mandible. 

Breast: nice and full with an elegant rounding, flowing smoothly with the curve of the wings. 

Belly: follow in harmony with the line of the chest and should not sag. 

Cloaca region: follows harmoniously with the extension of the abdomen. 

Wings: follow nicely along the lines of the body and the upper tail coverts. All wing feathers should be 

intact and not hanging or crossing. 

Shoulders: broad. 

Feet: short, sturdy feet with two toes facing forwards and two toes facing backwards. All toes should be 

present and undamaged and should grip the perch well. 

Nails: evenly curved with an even colour and undamaged. 

Posture: elegant, powerful and proud posture. 

Feathering: clean, complete and slightly shiny. 

Tail: wedge-shaped and slightly rounded at the top. 

Rump: in a straight line with the tail. 

 

 

Technical judging observations 
• The mask on the males runs across the head, over the crown towards the middle of the eyes. With 

females it runs towards the front of the eyes. Black flecks or stripes in the feathering are a fault. 

• The two central tail feathers have no cross-band 
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Colour name: green (male) 

International term: green 

 

Forehead: light red-orange. 

Crown: light red-orange. 

Cheeks: light red-orange. 

Chin: light red-orange. 

Eyes: dark brown, lined with small white and blue feathers. 

Beak: orange-red with a slight white border. 

Breast, belly, flanks and cloaca region: light green. 

Mantle and wing coverts: a shade darker than the rest of the body. 

Primaries: dark grey with a green outer vane. 

Bend of wing: black with blue, white and yellow alula feathers. 

Rump: light blue. 

Under tail coverts: light green. 

Tail feathers: yellow at the base turning orange-red with a black cross-band. The point of the tail is light 

green. 

Feet: grey. 

Nails: light grey at the base going into a horn colour at the end. 

 

 
Colour name: green (female) 

International term: green 

 

Forehead: light yellow-orange. 

Crown: light yellow-orange. 

Cheeks: light yellow-orange. 

Chin: light yellow-orange. 

Eyes: dark brown, lined with small yellow feathers. 

Beak: light orange with a slight white border. 

Breast, belly, flanks and cloaca region: light green. 

Mantle and wing coverts: a shade darker than the rest of the body. 

Primaries: dark grey with a green outer vane. 

Bend of wing: small yellow alula feathers. 

Rump: light blue. 

Under tail coverts: light green. 

Tail feathers: yellow at the base turning orange-red with a black cross-band. The point of the tail is light 

green. 

Feet: grey. 

Nails: light grey at the base going into a horn colour at the end. 
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Updates: 

 

Versie 1.0: starversion English (translated by Sam Gibbs and Eric Pauwels) 

 

 

 

 

 

About these standard requirements and copyright: 
 

These standard requirements have been drawn up on the initiative of BVA-International in 

consultation with AOB, BVA-International, Parkietensociëteit Nederland and KBOF. 

 

None of these publications may be copied or adapted without written permission and 

acknowledgment of the source of BVA-international. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


